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Board fo gef new plan

GAS seeks student seat
By Damon Beck
Staff Reporter
Group Action for Students (GAS) has
developed a new proposal for placing a
student on the University's Board of
Trustees.
The proposal and an accompanying
position paper, signed by 13 members of
a Student Council ad-hoc committee, will
be presented to the trustees at their
November 6 meeting.
"We have about 25 people working to
inform the student body on this issue and
in this way we are able to cover more
territory and get endorsements and
criticism on our position," Jerry Fouke,

a member of the committee, said.
Under the new proposal one student
would be approved by the board from a
list of three to five submitted by Student
Council.
He would not have a vote.
"We have realized that if we can't
have a vote legally we would have to
settle for the next best thing," Art
Toalston, committee member, said.
The student would be invited to all
formal or informal meetings of the board
and would be free to engage in any of the
board's discussions, according to the
proposal.
His duties would also include
providing direct information as needed to

the student body and to help in the
explanation of the business of the board.
"If this is passed it will end the
discrimination against students," Tony
Morano, committee member, said. "This
is a students' university and they should
have something to say about how it is
governed."
Fouke added, "It is obvious that
students today have more interest in
what's going on and what is affecting
their lives. They should have
representation ori the board to help make
these decisions."
Two previous attempts to place a
student on the board in the past year
have failed.

Indictments reach 7
in Kent unrest case
"•waphoto by Uo». Elbr.cht

WHILE THE RAIN comes down the building still must go
up. These soggy construction workers are braving the
elements on the heighths of the McDonald twin towers.
The towers are slated to be 10 and 11 stories high, and
administrators hope they will substantially ease the
University's housing pinch in the near future.

KENT (AP) - More indictments
returned by a special state grand Jury
investigating the May disturbances at
Kent State University were served
yesterday as student and faculty
organizations called for a federal grand
Jury probe.
Four days of disorders ended May 4
with the shooting deaths of four students

and wounding of nine in a confrontation
between Ohio National Guard troops and
rock-throwing anti-war demonstrators
on the Kent State campus.
The state grand jury indicted 25
persons, but exonerated the National
Guard in its report issued Friday. Seven
of the indictments had been served
yesterday afternoon.

Sweeping changes sought in sociology
By Kathy Fraie
Issue Editor
The sociology department may undergo one of the most drastic
reorganizations th'-! University has ever
seen, if Dr. Joseph K. balogh, department chairman, has his way.
Dr. Balogh has instructed the
department's undergraduate committee
to take under serious consideration
several suggestions which, if finally
approved, would completely overhaul the
department.
The proposals question the importance of several concepts of higher
education that were previously considered too sacred to be touched by
mortal hands.
Coming under fire will be the system
of prerequisites by which a student must
take a number of lower level courses
before he can enroll in a 300 or 400 level
course that is of particular interest to
him.
Dr. Balogh has recommended an open
ended system that would permit students

to take whatever sociology courses they
want, regardless of the courses they have
or have not taken before.
"We have to develop a program that is
so flexible no one will be kept out because
of prerequisites," Dr. Balogh said.
Also under considereation will be the
revision or possible elimination of
majors and minors.
Under the present system, a student
often has so many requirements to meet
for his major or minor that he doesn't
have the time to take electives that interest him, he said.
Another recommendation was a
complete reorganization of the
curriculum making it more relevant to
the student's wants and needs.
"We want a curriculum that's innovative and revolutionary. It's time we
accepted the fact that we must do
something with our
knowledge.
Knowledge for knowledge's sake is
passe; it's outlived its usefulness," he
said.
Dr. Balogh suggested restructuring

the sociology classes so that only a
minimum of time is spent in the
classroom.
An alternative to the present threehour introductory course would be a fivehour course including two hours in the
classroom, one hour of discussion, and
two hours out in the field.
He suggested sending students to
Toledo to get a first hand view of ghetto
problems, or to the Maumee Youth Camp
to study the problems of juvenile
delinquency.
He also proposed giving students full
credit for spending an entire quarter in
ghetto areas, prisons or migrant camps
and studying the problems in these
areas.
Professors must be given the incentive to make lower level courses
appealing, he said.
"Many professors are more interested in teaching graduate seminars,
but there Is an equal challenge in a class
of 30 sophomores," he said.

Another possibility would be bringing
in more outside speakers.
"It's a
mistaken assumption that the only
people who can properly educate the
students are professors. Many people
can make a contribution." he added.
Dr. Balogh stressed the importance of
improving the undergraduate courses as
well as the graduate program.
"We can't have a good graduate
program without a strong undergraduate
program as its base" he insisted.
"If anyone disagrees with the
changes, I'm ready to defend them. The
system of higher education has failed to
give the students something that can be
used later on in life," he explained.
Once the recommendations make it
through the undergraduate committee,
final approval will be up to staff members.
"We intend to come to grips with these
problems this year," Dr. Balogh said.
"And I have a hunch we're really going to
shake things up."

The KSU Faculty Senate, Student
Senate and Graduate Student Council
called for the federal investigation in a
joint statement in which they said the
state Jury exceeded "the boundaries of
its legal responsibilities."
Two former Kent State students and a
man who never attended the university
turned themselves in to the
Portage
County sheriff at Ravenna Tuesday and
were served with indictments.
Larry A. Shub, 19, Cleveland Heights,
a Kent State freshman last spring and
now enrolled at Cuyahoga Community
College in Cleveland, was accompanied
to the sheriff's office by his father,
Murry. He was indicted on charges of
firit-and second-degree riot and attempting to burn property.
Douglas Cormack, 20, Willoughby,
indicted on charges of first-degree riot,
interference with a fireman and throwing
rocks at firemen, was accompanied by
his wife when he surrendered to the
sheriff.
Alan Canfora, 21, Barberton, one of
the nine students wounded in the May 4
confrontation, was accompanied by his
parents and attorney when he went to the
sheriff's office. He was indicted on a
charge of second-degree riot.
Canfora, who is not enrolled at KSU
for the fall quarter, was arrested Sept. 18
on three counts of selling hallucinogenic
drugs. He was released on bond and is
scheduled for a court appearance next
week.
Indictments were served Monday on
four persons, including Craig Morgan, 20,
Columbus, president of the KSU student
government, and Dr. Thomas S. Lough,
42, an .associate-, professor of sociology
and anthropology.

I^st May a petition drive was started
to show student support for seating a
student on the board, but after 8,000
signatures were collected Gov. James A.
Rhodes announced the re-appointment
of Robert C. Winzeler, because of what he
termed a "previous commitment."
Earlier in the year Student Council
appointed two students to the board, but
they were refused admittance.
According to the GAS position paper
the petition drive failed because it was "a
political impossibility and the Student
Council proposal failed because of
debatable legal arguments."
The proposal used an analogy of the
relationship of a doctor and his patient to
explain its request for a student on the
board:
"Pardon the triteness, but this may be
similar to a doctor (the board of trustees)
performing surgery without asking the
patient (the students) where it hurts and
relying only on information supplied by
his mother (the administration).
"Even the board's meetings with
students prior to their formal meeting Is
similar to the doctor talking with the
patient for five minutes when he should
be in continual contact with him."

Coote will veto
bill giving funds
to Yippie party
Roger Coate, student body president,
said yesterday he would veto a bill
passed by Student Council Monday night
that would have provided money for a
Halloween party.
Sponsor of the bill, Eric Furry,
Student Council representative, asked
for 8250 to finance a party in the Men's
Gym on Halloween night. The money was
to go to the Youth International Party
(YIPPIE).
The motion was passed by an eight to
five margin. A previous motion asked
Council for 8500 but was defeated by a
two to 11 vote.
A two-thirds vote by Council is needed
to override Coate's veto.
Coate cited budget problems as the
major reason for his action.
"We only have about 89,000 left in the
budget for student government for the
rest of the year," Coate said."This is for
all student government, not just Student
Council."
Coate also said he thought it might be
hard to get money from other departments on campus for worthwhile purposes student government plans the rest
of the year if they gave their own money
to any individual groups on campus.

Security tightened
at Laporte funeral
MONTREAL (AP) - Beneath sunny
skies, Canada's leaders assembled in
Montreal under tight security yesterday
for the funeral of Pierre Laporte, the
victim of terrorists.
Hundreds of soldiers and police were
assigned to guard Prime Minister Pierre
Elliot Trudeau and other officials, but
there was no letup in the hunt for the
assassins of Quebec's labor minister and
the kidnapers of James R. Cross, British
trade commissioner in Montreal.
A spokesman for Quebec's provincial
police reported 343 persons under arrest
in the four-day roundup in the province of
suspected members of the separatist
Quebec Liberation Front, which kidnaped and shot Laporte and abducted
Cross.
Thirty-eight other persons were
picked up and released. Of those
detained, 186 are from Montreal.
Police have staged 1,828 raids under
the War Measures Act that Trudeau
invoked last Friday to deal with the
crisis. Security forces may search
without warrant and hold suspects up to a
week without a charge.
Police and military officials worked
around the clock to provide the security
screen for Trudeau and the 100 or so
members of Parliament who came to
Montreal from Ottawa for the funeral.
Security forces moved through the
Place d'Armes, a square in front of 146year-old Notre r»m» church.

Notre Dame, a Gothic parish church
of gray stone, was built on the scale of a
cathedral and can accommodate 10,000
persons. Its twin towers are 215 feet high.
Notre Dame was built in 1824 a short
distance from a chapel erected about
1842 by French settlers. They found VUle
Marie, a settlement of a few log cabins
that grew to become Canada's largest
city.
About 8,000 mourners moved through
Montreal's courthouse the past two days
to view Laporte's body before it was
moved to Notre Dame.
The funeral was limited to invited
persons only. Among those invited were
Trudeau, members of Parliament, and
Premier Robert Bourasse of Quebec
Province.
Laporte was kidnaped Oct. 10 from
outside his suburban St. Lambert home.
Police found his body in a car trunk early
Sunday in suburban St. Hubert, a few
miles south of his home.
Police raided a bungalow Monday in
St. Hubert and found a shirt Laporte had
worn when kidnaped along with bloodstains. The blood matched Laporte's.
Police said they were sure the
bungalow was occupied by Paul Rose, 27,
one of two members of the front being
sought for the kidnaping* of Cross and
Laporte. The other is Marc Carbonneau,
37, a taxi driver. Rose is a teacher.
Cross was seized Oct. 5 and the kidnapers have renewed their threats to kill
him if police find their hideout.

)
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THE BODY OF PIERRE LAPORTE, Quebec labor
minister shot to death after being kidnapped from his
home Oct. 10, lies in the trunk of a car at St. Hubert Air-

PIMI

port, south of Montreal Saturday night. Mr. Laporte was
killed when ransom demands of the Front de Liberation du
Quebec were not met.
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have you ever thought about fear?

the voting laws
Thanks to the board ot elections, about 150 graduate
students will probably not be able to vote In the November
elections.
The reason given by the board is a state law requiring
students to vote In the community where they lived before
enrolling at the University.
We believe the graduate students should vote, because
the same law makes exceptions for "students who have
established a home for permanent residence in the college
or university community."
This certainly applies to graduate students, and the
elections board members naivete in interpreting the law Is
ridiculous and unfair.
Or are they naive?
The University Is a stronghold of liberalism in a region
whose people are ardent followers of the Republican party,
or have leanings in that direction.
Now, a number of voters have attempted to register
who may likely vote Democratic in the elections. And the
board of elections finds a convenient phrase In a law that if
interpreted broadly enough would deny these people the
right to vote.
So the existing party Imbalance has been defended,
thanks to a little non-geographical gerrymandering on the
part of the board of elections.
The voting laws can be interpreted two ways when
applied to students. The board of elections chose the interpretation denying the right to vote to those eligible in
every other possible qualification except the hazy line
between resident and non-resident.
Student as nigger, anyone?
The board of elections must reconsider the graduate
students' complaints.
And the basic rights of these
citizens, rather than politics, must be the overwhelming
consideration.

'honorable' agnew

By Dave Hathaway
Guest Cotamaiit
Have you ever thought about fear? I'd
like you to Join me in a fantasy and
Imagine yourself going to the first
meeting of a new class with an unknown
Instructor. Let's see if some of the
thoughts I'm having resemble yours.
I walk Into the classroom and pick a
"safe" seat. This may be a seat In the
rear corner (as far as possible away
from the authority-figure), or
surrounded by familiar faces, or right In
front (hoping the instructor will literally
overlook me.) Picking a seat is important because as soon as I do, It's
"mine;" it becomes "my seat" and I'll

really get upset If some nurdy person
"takes" it from me in a future clan.
Something of me and my security Is
Invested In "my seat."
I sit in "my seat" and wait. I have a
vague awareness of being a little excited,
tense, nervous, and-or afraid. I don't
need to be too aware of these feelings
because first class meetings are usually
"safe." This Is one fairly predictable
time when the instructor tells us things.
He tells us something about the course,
what his expectations are, and it's all
pretty much one-sided; him talking to us.
The worst thing I'll have to do Is answer
"here" when my name is called and I
don't even have to say that much; I can
simply raise my hand and remain safely

closed. I am setting the course of my
behavior for the remainder of this class.
As the course progresses, I and my
behavior become rigidified My main
goal is to remain safe; my fear hu
immobilized me. I usually don't think
about It in these terms but my behavior
(or lack of It) is saying, "Don't open yocr
mouth or you'll get your teeth kicked In,"
and-or "Let everyone else make a fool of
themselves. I know when I'm safe," andor "before I say something, I have to be
super-sure I'm right," and so on.
I sit In "my seat" thinking, "I'll die if
he calls on me!" But then it happens I'm caught! Panic! Run! I wish I'd been
sick today! And I say, "Oh, I don't have
any thoughts on that subject; I don't

Our
Mistake

news Lerrers
college inadequacies
Being quite removed from Bowling Green University since
leaving last year, I have begun to find that there were some fine
aspects of college life. I have also come to find that there were a
number of gross Inadequacies.
Being very concerned about population growth and the
flnlteness of our environment, I think that the University is in
definite need of an extremely comprehensive course on sex
education, contraception, and population biology.
Taught co-educatlonally, this course would naturally cover the
physical aspects of reproduction. It would be highly oriented to
the social and moral questions of such.
It would explain in some detail contraceptive methods for both
males and females, including permanent sterilization. The
dangers of quack abortion and the need for more liberal abortion
laws would also be stressed.
The course would explain the mathematics of population

growth, the environmental carrying capacity, along with the
technical possibilities with reference to food production, etc., in
an attempt to point out the moral injustice of giving rise to large
families.
Among much else, reference material for such a course would
include a listing of doctors dealing with such aspects of the
medical profession.
The need for such a course is immediate. I suppose it could be
sponsored perhaps by the home economics department, and I
think it should carry credit toward graduation. However, if this is
not possible (as I am sure it is) the Free University should initiate
its own course, while at the same time preserving the University
in its responsibility to have such a course in its curriculum.
James R. Mackovjak
Seward, Alaska

on unreasonable bookstore prices
It hardly seems newsworthy enough to take the time
and space to once again comment on another asinine
Agnew assault.
But this time, our "honorable" vice
president has really outdone himself.
No one can justify his thoughtless reference to Senator
Charles Goodell of New York as a "Christine Jorgensen",
because of that Senator's new tendencies toward political
liberalism.
Actually, the tasteless analogy is |ust the sort of thing
many have come to expect from the close-minded, "Talk
before-you-thlnk" Mr. Agnew.
The News has repeatedly advocated a "Shut Splro up"
stand, but this last verbal assault has caused a reconsideration.
The reasoning is this:
Let Agnew say what he will whenever he wishes. He is
fast approaching a point where no one will listen to him
anyway. The only ones who* do now are a few die-hard
conservatives. And even most of them are beginning to
realize that Agnew is more mouth than anything else.
His devastating onslaught against Sen. Goodell was
extremely damaging to the Republican party -and the
party is in no shape, politically, to take blows lightly.
Mr. Agnew is digging his own political grave. And each
shovel full of dirt that he slings makes the hole a little
deeper.
So let Agnew talk.
It's really a shame that Attorney General John N.
Mitchell met his wife when he did.
Wouldn't Martha and Spiro have made a lovely couple?

rour

In "casting up my accounts" In an
attempt to discover if my bank balance
could stand the expense of another
quarter of education at this lllustriouslnstltution-of-hlgher-educatlon, it occurred to me that the University
Bookstore is getting considerably more
than its fair share of my somewhat
limited Income.
The University Bookstore is supposedly a part of the University and,
therefore, NON-PROFIT.
Yet,
University Bookstore prices are very
close to, if indeed not identical to or
higher than, the prices at the independent bookstores.
When the University Bookstore buys
back used books from students, the
prices paid to the students are extremely
low-in my experience, never more than
one-half the original cost. The University
Bookstore then sells these same books to
other students at prices only slightly

lower than the original cost of the book.
Meanwhile, the price for any given
book is always the same regardless of the
condition of the book. Students are often
"stuck" with books that are no longer
used by the University. Sometimes
students are able to sell these books, but
only at a negligible price.
Many students also experience great
difficulty in attempting to get refunds for
new books which for various reasons they
desire to return to the University
Bookstore. Prices on most, if indeed not
all, other items carried by the University
Bookstore, are also in my opinion
completely unreasonable. To add insult
to injury, there are also incidents of de
facto censorship by the University
Bookstore.
In short, I believe the prices of merchandise at the University Bookstore are
excessive and unreasonable-not to
mention inconsistent with the supposed

the 'yippie' banner
1 would like to condemn the actions of
the Youth International Party at the
football game on Saturday. The slogan
their banner carried (National Guard 4,
Kent 0) was In extremely bad taste and
was an insult to the students, alumni,

man hoppe-

the slaughter of the innocents
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
A young girl I know and love phoned me the other morning, her
voice uneasy and unsure.
She had been awakened in her college dormitory by the
loudspeaker. It ordered her to evacuate her room immediately.
An anonymous caller had warned that a bomb had been planted
somewhere on the campus.
"Do you know anything about It?" the young girl asked
hopefully I said I didn't, but I'd check. Should I call her back?
"No," she said, "I guess it doesn't really matter, does it?"
What she wanted from me, I think, was reassurance - some
verity in this new world of bombings, kidnaplngs and hijackings
where innocence is no protection.
1 couldn't give it to her. I said the things you say: Don't worry.
it's probably Just a hoax. Don't worry...don't worry...
"I know," she said and I could sense her fear. "But It's an
awful way to start the day."
This time, it was a hoax. This time, there was no bomb. And
yet I think the fear, hers and mine, was Justified.
I don't so much fear the bombs. The chances of my being
blown to bits are, thus far at least. Infinitesimal. What I fear Is
the self-righteousness of the bombers - these young people who
would slaughter the innocent to build a better world.
I have met a few. In many ways I admire them. The ones I
mat are bright. They are dedicated to doing good for mankind.
They are ready to sacrifice themselves for their ideals. And they
are oh-so-terribly sure they are right. I fear this most.
For each man must Justify to himself what he does. How much

know enough about it so all I have are
opinions and my opinions aren't worth
much."
Sometimes when I'm alone (which is a
lotiithink. I think about school and what
a drat', It is. I'm not getting a thing out of
it. Aixl 1 wonder hew come it is that no
one pays attention or listens to me. For
all they seem to care, I might just as well
be * piece of furniture like a seat in a
classroom...
Have you ever though about fear and
what you become when you allow it to
make your decisions for you?

easier It is to Justify your means when you are absolutely certain
your ends are righteous. How easy it was for Lee Harvey Oswald.
How easy it was for Slrhan Slrhan.
"What does it matter If a few innocent people d'e here? " these
young militants say. "You slaughtering thousands of innocent
people In Vietnam. The System must be destroyed."
How sure they are of this. To prevent the slaughter of the
Innocents, they would slaughter the innocents.
"We'll spread fear," they say. "And when the System Is
frightened enough. It will react with repression. And when the
repression becomes bad enough, the people will Join in our
revolution."
And what frightens me la not that they may be wrong In these
tactics, but that they may be right.
On Capitol Hill, Congressmen naarously debate more
repressive anti-crime legislation. The fTr is spreading.
And with it comes an unease. For our system is based on the
concept that innocence is the best protection from harm. And now
'nnocence is no protection at all.
Perhaps, In the end, the bombers may even win. But I don't
think they will build a better world. For I keep thinking back to
that young girl -the way her voice sounded, the way she had been
awakened to another day.
And I think that if you must methodically set about to frighten
even one Innocent young girl to build a new world, it won't be a
damned bit batter than the one we've got.

visitors, and distinguished guests present
at the game.
The students of Kent State University
need not be reminded of what happened
on their campus last year and it Is not
Bowling Green's position to do such.
If peace and love are the objectives of
the Youth International Party, carrying
banners filled with hate and
malevolence will not bring these objectives into reality but will repel them.
John Reblllot
318 Conklin Hall

' non-profit nature of that establishment.
Sometimes it does in truth seem that "I
owe my soul to the company store "-or at
least to the University's version of it.
And I am very, very tired of it.
Kathleen Kopp
149 Ashley Hall

The trial date for
Michael
(Rabbi)
Goldenberg has been set
for Oct. 28. Due to a
typographical error in
yesterday's News, the
date was erroneously
given as Oct. 8.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Also, we invite you to
comment on all published
editorials, letters and columns.
In order to bring you a crosssection of views and opinions,
however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words,
typewritten. Columns should be
a maximum of four typed pages,
triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions which
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
taste.
Letters and columns should
Include the author's address and
phone number and may be
mailed to
The Editor
BGNews
106 University Hall

THe BG news
An Independent Student Voice
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Lobbyists aid campaigns
WASHINGTON (AP) Sugar, milk, shipping and
cable TV groups are giving
special support to their
favorite congressmen this
year with campaign donations
to hidden fund-raising committees.
A sugar lobbyist helped
organize a special campaign
fund b the nation's capital faDemocratic House Whip Hale
Boggs, top candidate to

become House majority
leader next January.
Two seaman's groups
channeled $5,000 into a hidden
campaign committee for Rep.
Edward A. Garmatx, (D-Md.),
chairman of the House
Merchant Marine Committee,
who is unopposed for reelection.
A milk producers' political
fund gave (3,500 to another
hidden committee for Rep.

Graham Purcell, (D-Tex.),
chairman of the House
agriculture subcommittee on
livestock.
These key congressmen
head a list of at least 28 House
candidates with so-called
"DC. committees" set up in
the District of Columbia
which, in contrast to many
states, has no law requiring
public disclosure of campaign
receipts and spending.

No plans for revision
in advising- Herman
N«w*phofo by Do.. Elbr«cht

ANYPLACE IS a good place to rap, and when the students found
themselves suddenly involved in a philisophical discussion in the
lobby of the Union, all they could do was plop down and hash things
out.

Kent State University awaits
names of remaining ii
EDITOR'S NOTE: Kent
State University Is nervous
this week, as they await the
linger of the Grand Jury to
point out the remaining
persons who were Indicted In
the secret investigation. SUM
Reporter Jeff Levlton was in
Kent for a few hours Monday
evening, and reports on what
he saw and felt there.

just agreed to handle the
"Kent 25" case, spoke to
students at Kent that night.
Adding to the tension was the
fact that Kuntsler was not
speaking on campus.

By Jeff Levlton
Staff Reporter

Instead, 2,000 people
crowded into a downtown
building to hear him.
Kuntsler called the 25 indictments an example of
"Mississippi Justice." He
stated that students must stay
closely knit in order to fight
the repressive forces which
are attacking them.
After listening for several
hours, however,
the
students left without incident.

Kent was quiet on Monday...almost too quiet. It was
the day the "round up" was to
.begin.
Twenty -five "brothers and
sisters" were to become
political prisoners while
members of the National
Guard remained free.
William Kuntsler wh« had

News Analysis

\ Antiwar committee
attacks indictments
COLUMBUS (AP)-The Ohio
Student Mobilization Committee, an anti-war group,
yesterday called the state
grand Jury indictments of 25
persons in the spring Kent
State University disturbances,
"a travesty of Justice."
At a news conference in the
Statehouse rotunda, the group
said Kent students were
"victims of an unprovoked
attack by National Guard
troops."

The potential catalysts
were there, but Kent stayed
quiet.
The campus seemed
deserted and downtown Kent
was relatively empty.

It said the grand Jury was
designed to exonerate the
administrtion of Gov. James
A. Rhodes and pin the blame
for four deaths on Kent State
students.
Michele Zeldner, a Kent
State student, called for a
federal grand jury to probe
the disorders of last May 4.
She said she was speaking
for the Kent State Faculty
Senate, the Student Senate
and the Graduate Council.

Please tip your pizza delivery
boy!
—a poor working man

Many were in hiding for
fear that their name was on
one of the 25 warrants.
Secret indictments handed
down Friday named Craig
Morgan, 20, Kent student body
president, and charged him
with second-degree riot.
Dr. Thomas S. Lough, 42,
an associate professor of
sociology and anthropology,
surrendered on a count of
inciting to riot.
Among the others already
indicted are Richard Felber,
21, of Akron, a former Kent
student, and Jerry H. Rupe,22
of Ravenna. Both are charged
with first-degree riot.
Rupe and Felber are also
charged in connection with the
May burning of the Kent
ROTC building.
It was impossible to speak
to students on campus after 11
p.m. because the curfew was
still in effect.
You could sense the apprehension and anxiety
mounting in the still town.
As KSU Yippie, Jerry
Persky, had said earlier,
"They thought that by killing
four students in May it would
be all over. It's just the
beginning."

Who helps the student who
hasn't declared a major or
thinks he's majoring in the
wrong subject?
The major deficiency of the
University's present
academic advising system is
its inability to cope with the
undecided student, according
to Dr. George Herman,
associate dean of students.
Although the need to revise
the system is recognized,
Herman said he knows of no
major plans for its revision.
"Our present advising
system is designed for the
student who makes a firm and
wise career choice early in his
career and who shares a
common professional Interest
with his adviser, Dr. Herman
explained.
Many
students-approximately 25 per cent of
the freshmen-don't declare
majors and many others
switch majors. Dr. Herman
said some system should be
devised for these students.
Although Dr. Herman
admits there are faults in
academic advising, he said he
is convinced that students do

not take advantage of the
services available.
He said he thinks very few
students utilize the Career
Counseling Center because
they possibly realize the
system is career-oriented and
perhaps they don't want to
admit their indecision.
Dr. Herman said, "Most
students do not make a career
choice unttl late In their
college career, when they
know almost as much about
the place as their advisers."
"At the time when the
student needs the most help,
there are no means to help
him," he stated.
"We must create a system
where the student does not
have1 a career oriented adviser. We need a pool of
general advisers," Dr. Herman explained.
The main problem th<
undecided student faces is
being behind in required
courses when he does declare
his major.
To alleviate this problem,
Dr. Herman suggests a
program similar to the experimental "Little College"

Bond issues regulations
on beer in dormitories
Students are warned
against drinking "in any
public place" as this also
violates state law.
The law further states that
a person found in a state of
intoxication, disturbing the
peace and good order,
destroying property, conducting himself or herself in a
disorderly
manner
or
violating the Ohio law shall be
referred immediately to the
Drinking in the main Dean of Students-Standards
lounges and recreation areas, and Procedures.
however, is permitted only
under certain conditions.

Students wishing to drink a
beer in their dormitories may
now do so-providing they do
not violate state laws
regulating alcoholic
beverages.
According to a statement
issued yesterday by Dr.
James Bond, vice president of
student affairs, students may
drink in their rooms, floor
lounges, and TV rooms.

Special parties where 3.2
beer can be served can be
scheduled for the recreation
rooms in buildings where
space is available. Parties
must be registered in advance
with the Director of Residence
programs, no more than three
such parties may be held per
quarter, and permits cost
$5.00 apiece and require three
weeks for processing.

which gives students the
opportunity to sample different areas of study.
Dr. Herman explained that
a student primarily interested
in humanities or social
sciences would declare a
major after one year of
college with relatively little
chance of being behind with
requirements.
However students Interested in areas such as
science, home economics or
music would require special
advising. Dr. Herman said
this problem could be solved
by setting up special
"colleges" for these areas.
Even though the "Little
College" is still in the experimental stages, he said
students in the humanities and
social sciences have a wide
range of choices if they want
to change majors.

"It's a legal and convenient
way to raise money from
people around town. A 'D.C
committee has gotten to be a
standard
performance,"
lobbyist Irvin Hoff said.
Hoff, who represents the
VS. Cane Sugar Refiners'
Association helped set up the
"D.C. Friends of Hale Boggs."
Thirty men gathered privately
last July to chip in contributions to the House leader.
The "D.C. Friends of
Graham Purcell" got $3,500
from one fund, the Trust for
Agricultural Political
Education, which is linked
with a milk producers group in
San Antonio, Tex.
"We don't really dig in and
question why they contribute.
We're Just happy to get it,"
said Don Taylor, treasurer for
the Purcell committee.
Milton G. Nottingham Jr.,
a shipping businessman who
was local treasurer for the
Garmatz committee, added,
"A congressman or senator
has only two sources of raising
money. One is his constituents
and the other is the people
who have interests in his
activities on the Hill."
The political arm of the
Seafarers union reported it
gave $3,000 to the "D.C.
Committee for Garmatz." But
the
Marine
Engineers
Beneficial Association was
less candid. Its group listed a
$2,000 donation only as going
to "Milton Nottingham,
treasurer."
The money showed up in a
search of the reports to
Congress that national
political groups such as those
for labor unions and industry
lobbies, must file itemizing all

Non-violence topic
of UCF workshops
A day of speeches and
workshops on non-violent
revolution
will
begin
tomorrow at 10 a.m. In the
Student
Services
amphitheater.
United
Christian
Fellowship, (UCF), in conJunction with the Ohio Peace
Action Committee, (OPAC),
will sponsor the activities.
The keynote speaker, Dr.
George Lakey, assistant
professor at the Martin Luther
King School of Social Change
in Chester, Pa., and co-author
(with Martin Oppenheimer) of
"A Manual for Direct Action,"
will discuss "Revolution in the
Seventies".
At 1:30 p.m., in the Perry-

Crogham room of the Union,
"The Draft, Reform, Repeal,
Resistance", will feature
Ralph Kerman from the
Michigan Council to Repeal
the Draft.
Also at 1:30 p.m. in the
River Room of the Union,
"ROTC, Should it be on
Campus," will be the topic of a
panel discussion. Dr. Otter
Bauer,
assistant
vicepresident for student affairs,
Karl Vogt, dean of the College
of Business, Capt. George
Rubenson, aerospace studies
department, and Dr. William
Reichert, professor of political
science are the panel members.

GRAND OPENING of our Bowling
Green Store is still in full progress

SPECIALS:

DORSEYS DRUGS THE "SHAGG"
500 E. Woosttr
"BY THE TRACKS"
DUCHEA'S HAS THE LATEST IN HEAD
JEWELRY & LEATHER GOODS

F.I.P. OCTOBER
SPECIALS ST0REWIDE

10% OFF

—ALL LEATHER 000DS
(Including Suede Vests)
LEATHER WRIST BANDS - $2.00
—ALL HEAD JEWELRY
Pierced S Clip-on Earrings - $2.00

INCLUDING:

15% OFF

• Contac Cold Tabs
Now 88c
120 Adorn Ultimate

• Hair Spray
.

Now 94«

i •. —COLOR POSTERS, INCENSE,
PONCHOS, ROLLING PAPER,
PEACE JEWELRY, INDIAN HEAD
BANDS
(& ALL OTHER HAIR ITEMS) INCLUDING

DUTCH BOY 'LIONESS * BEAU GESTE "CASCADES
LARGE WGLETS * LONG FALLS * HAND T&Q STRETCH
WIGS

• 5oz. Phi-So-Hex
iNow

98c

ucnea
:k( &

Sal* Pile, good at BC I
H.rocl. Mil*, Tol.do Slo-..

w[V *r if*"""*

• i6oz. Phi-So-Hex
Now $1.88

• 100 Bufferin

que

MIXT TO T.O.'»

Ml-Mil

Sale Prices Good
Thro Oct. 31

904 E. Wooster StrMt

Now $1.09

Mon-Fri V-6

Closed Sat & Sun.

contributions.
These reports listed such
names as "D.C. Friends of
Karth,"
"D.C.
Boyhill
Boosters Committee," "D.C.
O'Neill Committee" and
"Sparky's friends in the
District of Columbia."
A cable TV group reported
a $1,000 contribution to an
organization called the
"Committee for Effective
Government."
It was traced as a fundraising body for Rep. Torbert
H. Maconald.
(D.-Mass.),
Maconald is chairman of the
House
communications
subcommittee which has held
hearings on cable TV.
Other contributions to
various D.C. committees
came from such industry
groups as the highway lobby,
savings associations, real
estate, automobile dealers,
restaurants, motels and coal
mining.
Labor
unions'
political groups were also high
on the list

SST writer
speaks here
Charles Tracy, aviation
writer for the Cleveland
Press, will speak on the
controversial aspects of the
supersonic transport SST)at 4
p.m. tomorrow in the Wayne
Room of the Union.
Tracy, sponsored by Life
and the Press Club, has been
covering the SST since its
beginning and is one of the few
full time aviation writers in
the state.
Tracy has been critical of
the much of the material
written on the SST and has
been attempting to "set tht
record straight on the plane."
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City Council strengthens

By Alrin Aahby
ACROSS

police, fire departments
shift," he emphasized.
Rutter also said the No.2,
(east side) fire station was
Bowling Green
City useless, pointing out that
Council passed two major whenever an ambulance or
ordinances Monday night, fire truck leaves the downdesigned to strengthen the town station the only man at
police and fire departments. the No. 2 station takes a truck
Council authorized the downtown and backs up the
addition of one lieutenant and other crew.
two patrolmen to the police
The report also cited the
force and added one man to fact that more than 110,000 in
the fire department.
overtime pay was spent by the
Bowling Green Police Chief department last year and that
Colburn Schall had requested sum alone would pay for an
that council authorize three additional man with a small
men in addition to those he surplus remaining.
was granted.
Chief Schall supported his
Fire Chief Howard Rutter requests by citing the recent
was not completely satisfied bomb scare In the University
with Council's decision either, Administration Bldg., a threat
but said he would "make do" on the life of a city policeman
for the present.
and the amount of overtime
Rutter had asked council the force has been working in
for a total of three new men recent weeks.
for his department in light of a
"This is a very critical
study he had conducted on situation In the city with
departmental operations.
regard to protection", said
In the report Rutter noted Walter Zink, Bowling Green
that service calls have tripled safety-service director. 'We
since the department began have reached the point of no
ambulance service in 1968. He return and something has got
expressed alarm that the to be done.'
number of inspections perThe police force presently
formed in 1970 was only 39, consists of 16 men Including
while for the year 1966 total the
chief
and
three
inspections were 373.
lieutenants. Two members of
During this period, fire the force are currently
calls have remained almost suspended while they await
constant, he said.
trial on criminal charges.
"I cannot operate two fire
Mayor F. Gus Sklbbie said
stations, the ambulance that council should put
service and an effective fire protection before finances
prevention service 24 hours a when considering requests for
day, seven days a week with additional manpower.
only five men on duty per
Council also learned that

the city started hauling its
refuse to the Hancock County
landfill Monday. The city
dump has been closed because
it is full.
Council and the Wood
County Commissioners have
been attempting to purchase
and improve an area for a
landfill in the county but
citizens living in the area of the
proposed landfill have tied the
matter up in court for more
than six months.
Councilman-at-large, Dr.
Charles Barrel] noted that the
group trying to prevent
construction of the landfill
always drops Its suit against
the landfill when it Is to come
before the Judge and then
proceeds to file another suit to
further delay the project.
He asked members of the
council if there was anything
the state legislature could do
to stop the legal entanglement
but received no replies.
The suit Is scheduled to be
heard In Common Pleas Court
on Nov. 16.
A special committee -of-the
whole meeting was called for
next Monday at 6:30 to draft
legislation concerning the
landfill and waste disposal
problem.
Mayor Sklbbie announced
that University students have
again volunteered their
services to conduct a housing
survey for the City's Community
Improvement
Program.

University to sponsor
geographers' meeting

TO
DO _
TOD'aY

By Harold Brown
Issue Editor

Associated Prm Wlreehote

ARTHUR SMALL, 17, (left) and his 16year-old brother Jimmy hate turned the
Roxy Theater of Delphi, Ind. into a
financial success by showing only family
fil.

Candidates launch
election offensives
By the Associated Press
The Republican candidate
for governor, Roger Cloud,
said yesterday he thought
Ohio voters were going to
choose "experience over glib
rhetoric" in the gubernatorial
balloting Nov. 3. while his
apponent, Democrat John J.
Gilligan, attacked 1
of
state aid for local police.
The leading candidates in
the top state race were
keeping busy
schedules.
Yesterday Cloud was in
Columbus and Hamilton, and
Gilligan in the Cleveland area.
Cloud, starting his campaign day touring a Kroger
Co. facility in Columbus
before going on to the General
Electric Co., Cincinnati plant
for a tour, noted that his
Democratic opponent "has
never had any experience in
state government." and added
■ that "The governorship is no
place for a novice In state
affairs...if my opponent
should happen to be elected,

Ohio would be facing four
years of stagnation because
there's no way he could get his
unreasonable tax programs
and big spending proposals
through the legislature."
"I ask for the chance to
help guide the dramatic
change that will come when
our state government truly
commits itself to stemming
the tide of crime," Gilligan
said.
In the U.S. Senate race.
Democrat Howard M. Metzenbaum's schedule called for
him to hold a press conference
in Cleveland yesterday afternoon with an early evening
visit to a labor dinner in Akron
and later Cuyahoga County
meetings.
His opponent, U.S. Rep.
Robert Taft Jr., will accompany George Romney,
U.S. Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development, in a
campaign tour Wednesday in
Columbus which Includes
Romney's speech this noon at
the Columbus Athletic Club.

For the first time, Bowling
Green will host the annual
East-Lakes Division of the
Association of American
Geographers meeting.
To be held October 23 and
24 the meeting will feature
various speakers in individual

Theater announces play tryouts
Tryouts
for
three
University Theater one act
plays~"The Lunch Hour,"
"The System of Dr. Tarr and
Professor Feather" and "The
Witness"-wiU be Friday from
5p.m. to7 p.m. in 109 Moseley
Hall.
Dr. Briant Hamor Lee,
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WALT«R MATTHAU

"HELLO" DOLLY"
RATED C

aUQH
ENDS TUES. Of
Eva. of 7iC

Condice Beri,
IN
"Soldier Blut

coordinator of the November
20 production said, "The short
plays offer a variety of acting
opportunity. If there are any
actors who wish to be
challenged with in-depth
acting experience they should
try out."

1 Face to face
with.
Llamas.
Slope.
Rustic.
Flatter
excessively.
18 Handicap.
19 Neat: Brit,
dial.
20 Literature.
22 Feminine
nickname.
23 Branches.
25 Feathered
ostriches.
26 Booth or
stall.
27 About.
29 Cloth
measure.
30 More
shameful.
31 Reckless.
33 Ksculent
vegetables.
35 Praise.
37 Defy.
38 Gave.
42 Glided
rhythmically.
46 Social rank.
47 Feline.
49 Gaie.
8
15
16
17

58 Substance
used to
detect other
substances.
60 Reduce to
ashes.
62 Imprisonment.
63 Related on
the father's
side.
64 Slabbed
zinc.
65 To be concerned with.

51 Competitive
exhibitions.
53 Swell »f the
sea.
54 Varielv of
fish.
55 Having »
certiiin
coin.
57 Chemical
rompmind.

9

lilt!

7

n

12 Furnished
with hardened spots.
13 Protein.
14 Advocates
of Ihe new.
21 Impart.
24 Shut up.
26 Mourns for.
28 Arabian
tambourines.
30 Asiatic
windstorms.
32 Forefoot:
colloq.
34 SharpKtinted rod.
ine
bottle.
38 Harmonizes.
SBI

t

l"

IS

■

10

11

39 Sudden
outburst.
40 Flourish.

41 Burmese
measure of
distance.
43 Originate.
44 Wandering.
45 Warp.
48 Vehicle.
51 Bulwark.
52 Twilled
worsted
fabric.
55 Confined.
56 Private
retreats.
59Girl:var.
61 Plan in
detail.
11

It

14

m ii

IS

J«|

17

a

L FT
-WIt
f T^nPiil
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1st.
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40
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50 Walking
stick.
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Solution of Yesterday's Puisle
CRYPTOGRAM — By .Nathan W. Harris

C, WKI.FWM

MUSHY AIR

t

IHKV A

SHUN HIM

MALTA

O K II P A

Hl'N

EHTA

C H () P FEB..

Yesterday's cryptogram: Each thin hook
caught huge Chinook.

COUNSELING CENTER
ENGLISH MAJORS
All English majors who
have any adjustments In their
pre-planned programs for the
winter and spring quarters
should see Mr. Steele in 214
University Hall within the
next week. Any major who
has not pre-planned his
programs should make an
appointment immediately.

FRENCHCLUB

Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Developing Personal the Alumni Room of the
Potential Group will meet at 1 Union.
p.m. in 320 Student Services
Building. Interested persons
SAILING CLUB
are invited to attend.
Will meet at 7 p.m. in 310
SAILING CLUB
Moseley. Racing tactics will
be discussed.
Will hold a car wash from 3
p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Stadium
CAMPUSGOLD
View Sunoco station. Cost is
«1.
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the

WIZARD OF ID

Taft Room of Union. Open to
any girl interested in joining a
campus service organization
affiliated with the Maumee
Valley Girl Scout Council.
SIGMA PHI
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
River Room of the Union.
LIFE
Will meet from 8 to 10 p jn.
In 112 Life Sciences Bldg.

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

X*MrW,iF Y2*/^\

f /MV TOW ACHB
I
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- FEATURING -

Cinema-!) iCinerwa
Eva.- M 7 ■ 9 35
Sol. S Sun. Mat.- ot 1, 4. JO
BARBRA 5TRIESANO

sessions.
The six sessions will include human geography,
physical geography and
ecology, urban and Industrial
geography, and talks on the
Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe,

DOWN
1 Specialized
drawing.
2 State.
3 Removed
impurities.
4 The whole
of.
5 Small glass
bottle.
6 Inhume.
7 Boil.
8 Earnestly
requested.
9 Looks
askance.
10 Shallow
vessels.
11 King of
Ju<<ah.

PUZZLE
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I
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F»NTyns>se AT THE
PaT-pTt? snap J

I

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES

Eva.- at 7:20, 9:30
I Sal. & Sun. Mai.- at 2, 3:50.
9:30
| Siory of a college Praildant
ANTHONY QUINN
ANN-MARCRET
In

PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Toes, thru Sat.
7:30-8
Sundays 7:30 - 7:10

"RP.M."
RATED R

POMACE

■eytV«W

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

CLaSSIFIED

FRI.. SAT. & SUN ONLY
B.O. Open 6:30 Canaan 7:00
AT 7:20
"GIRLS FROM THUNDER
STRIP"
AT 9:00
"HELL'S CHOSEN

41* EAST WOOSTER
CLOSEu MONDAY!>

FEW

1M S. Main.
Ride available to Rochester
N.Y. on Friday Oct. S3 Pete.
»2-040»

Typewriters
Adding
Machines

Beatthe
hungries'/
order a

2z

ftcuf»V *

phone 35.2-7.57/

Calculators
Salts All Makes
Service Expert,
Low Rales
Rentals
Rayal El.cf.n Tvpewtltate
$159*)
Used Machinal

lit. I*

SUNOPiy- rhUKTSOHV

Hours:

FRIDAY-SBTltfDHT'

9:00 - 8:00 Doily
Sat. till 5:00

w.ooPm-aoCAm

i ooPfl\- 3 oofim

BETTER
BUSINESS
MACHINES
227 S. Mid
352-7780

RIDE NEEDED - Albany.
N.Y. to BG Oct. IS or »- l5371. Barb.

1 Bedroom apt. near campua
Phone MM

Battar Builncaa MachlneiTypawrttan adders and
calculator!. Sales strvtce and
rentals
17 S. Main JU-77S)
Dally bj I p m

Sat. SI t.

MGBGT '67 am-lm radio over
drive, racing green Call SUMS).
Ride needed to central Jersey
either Thura or Pri. Call ea>
GEM STONE JEWELERY at
•0*7.
The Little Shop In the Union by
RIDE AVAILABLE TO N.E. R-A Younkln 343 S. Main BG
N.J. leaving Han. nttl rat
Scuba equipment MS73 after
Son. Contact Bob 35+otM
Ride Needed-lo Miami U. on
Oct D. can leave anytime
Frl.. Share Sjaaatjfi Call

~
!
.
!
■■"• "T?*;?!"^?
*»J«™tor-Csll Una.
■»
For Sale-S3 Triumph Spitfire
Call MM alter I,

LOST AND FOUND
REWARD tMO for arrast and
conviction of that parson or
persona stealing or removing
the American Flag and BG
Banner from Great Scott
Premises
Stadium View
Pasta.
LOST: man's brown wallet st
University Hall Friday
Contact Jim W740.

FOR SALE
See »s for handcarvadlak gold
wadding banks Uraoue gtfta
from 14 countries VAT AN S

GEM STONES to HI student
needs R.A. Younkln Ml S
Main BG
Guitar for sale, cheap
Bob sum

Call

TO Honda for sale CB 4V0
Extras, excellent. SJM3S2
For Sale Reduced Garland
skirts Ii blouses Call 37W4tt
11 Harley 74 Chopper. Scott
3S3-2311 tot Mi si. BG
CUSTOM WEDDING BANDS
In (Old or sterling Philip
Morton Contemporary
Jewelery 111 w. Wooator.
Wanted Apt tor Winter k
Spring quarter far mala. Call
Larry 3TM7U

Two cats need place to live
Call 373-i34» or 372-4140
Brand near 1 bedroom fur.
tinned apartments for rant
Available 2nd quarter
4
students in each apartment
4 Bloc* from campus. Ml E.
Marry. Phone 353-7311

Everglades Lounge Grub
Room. 10 minutes North on
Rt. B Featuring the Chestman. Fn. k Sat nights open
for breakfast until 4 am His
a her flag fun night Man 71:30 s.m special reduced
rataa
Will do modeling for photog
Ot Ashley 372-31S7

Fun Fur A Hair Sale for Night
NEED a female roommate for People. Coming to I tSallaa
Ind and 3rd quarter Good Saa Tomorrows BG News for
Location A faculttas. Call Details'
Carole 3SM33I
Want help'
Call >»
BUSINESS
O P - Couneeling Center 310 Student
KMtTUNnTES
Senrlcae
Experienced typist theses
term papers etc Call 344-7711

Would person who ripped oft
the leather hat Thurs mil
please return It No questions
Amateur photographer needs asked Bruce Haemmarle SB
gtti for part tune modeling
Lehman Ate. or BG New.
Will pay 110 an hoar. Any Office
response should be In form of
add in this paper List
Oaigratulationa to Kim and
k phone no.
Karon, We are so proud.
Alpha OH km. Spring 3
WANT TOGET INVOLVED!!
Join VOARC Wedneeday at LymvNow do you beam we
7:3* 14t SO Grove Info Call went to Toronto? Tracer
2-4715 or 391-7117
BG City Park open from t
WANTED: Manaacrtpta for a.m. 011 p.m. when tails are
Inittnao BO'S literary locked. Time the same 7 days
magazine Sand to Infcstone a weak. We would appreciate
SSIUJL Please type and put if speed limits a stop signs
name and addraat an back were obeyed
Children
pMyuig.
PERSONALS
Congratulations Linda and
MOE.GIUSEPPI.and VTNO- Dan on your engagement-Sue
ThenUforafentnebcJeraey- and Shelley
Gammt Phi Weekend: B.B.
Peggy-Happy tut to my Big.
JJ.. AND W.W.
Wall Rally tonight! Lara,
Looking for a change as en- Trecye.
tertainment come to the

Paula:
Congratulations on
your ZBT pinning. Can't wait
to tea what happen, not!!
US.
GIRLS, need to be talked out
of what he's trying to talk you
Into?
Call the VIRGIN
COUNSELING CENTER 21401 after I p.m
Congratulations on becoming
Neophytes Alpha Gams:
Shirley Jeannie. Anne A Kay.
SAILING CLUB CAR WASH
WEDNESDAY
Oct.
U
Stadium View SUNOCO 3 0S7:00 pjn. II 00
Congrats to "Point" and
Peggy on your pUuiing-AJpha
Sift.
To Anchor Man Dave
Sweeney: 17 craani-colored
rates made 27 little anchors
very happy Many thanks. The
Delia Gamma Pledgee.
Qnda Speeknan-3 Dog Night
Eaay to Be Hard...Isn't
stTTTTT
Amateur Photog SBJM4, 7tt
Hh Street Apt I.
Rick
and
Cheryl:
Corep^bileUone on your A Phi
O Leraltertng. John
Find New Life tomarraw I
pm Student Servtcea 1
CONGRATS MARTY ON
YOUR KAPPA SIC PINNING
YOUR SISTERS IN GAMMA
PHI.
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Map shows 3D campus

Student aids sightless
ByBarbJacola
Editorial Editor
In Debbie Wood's room at

McDonald West there is a
strange-looking wallhanging
made of paper, sandpaper
string aad cardboard.

An uninformed observer
might interpret the structure
as a piece of abstract art or a
collage.

But if the observer studies
the "piece of art" for a time,
and if he is at all familiar with
the University, he will soon
realize that it is actually a
three-dimensional map of the
campus.
It may seem odd that a
student should have a map of
so familiar an area hanging on
her wall, but in Debbie Wood's
case, the map is a very functional instrument
Debbie Wood Is blind. And
Kathy Fisher, who made the
map for her, Is legally blind.
Kathy undertook the
project of making the map for
blind student* last June. It
took her until August to
complete it.
"When I first came to the
University last year, nothing
was done to lielp me find my
way around," Kathy said. "I
wanted to do something to
pass on what I had learned."

KATHY FISHER, a legally blind student from Kettering explains
how she made a three dimensional map of the University to aid the
blind. The map includes the campus area south to Wooster St., north
to the Psychology Building, west to the Administration Building, and
east to the Ice Arena.
smnaaiaiiBBaBiaaai

Kathy said that her first
few weeks at the University
were the hardest. She was
confident that she could do the
work, but she had trouble
meeting people and finding
students who were willing to
read the assigned material to
bar.
Dr. Wareheim at the
Counseling Center was a big
help in introducing her to
people she said.
And a start was aU Kathy
needed.
Kathy, a language major
from Kettering, Ohio started
tat 'soon thereafter on her
campaign to help future blind
students of the University.
She wanted to find out the
names and addresses of other
blind students on campus and
those who had been accepted
for admission the following
year.
Kathy went to the Health
Center to find the Information
she needed from student
health records, but she found
out that the information was
confidential.
Eventually, through a
friend, she found out that

Debbie Wood, freshman
(L.A.) would be attending the
University this year. Through
the Honors Program she
heard about Mary Ellen
Reining, freshman (L.A.) who
had also applied for admission.
Kathy invited each of the
girls to visit her here so that
she might help familiarize
them with the lay-out of the
campus.
Then she got the idea for
the map.
Kathy obtained a blueprint
of the campus from the
University architect and used
it as a base so that everything
would be positioned proportionately.
She overlaid the sidewalks
with yarn, the streets with
cord, the parking lots with
sandpaper and the buildings
with corrogated cardboard.
She identified aU of the
streets and buildings with
braille letters and made a
corresponding key.
Areas
such as Peregrine Pond, the
tennis courts and the
cemetery are marked with
braille paper.
Kathy intended to make
two maps-one for Debbie and
one for Mary Ellen. Since it
took two months to construct
one, however, the summer
Just wasn't long enough.
"Making the map was a
personal challenge", said
Kathy. "I felt bad that I
couldn't make two maps. I
wanted to help everyone."
Map-making isn't the only
thing Kathy has thought of to
help blind students, though.
"My latest project is to
organize a whole orientation
program for blind students,"
she said. She explained her
plans
In
this
way:
"I would like to start the
orientation about a week
before classes start in Sept.
The first thing we could work
on would be getting familiar
with the University environment.
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WE'LL BLOW UP
ANY PHOTO INTO
A DYNAMIC
2 ft x 3 ft POSTER!

Carl Skalak, Jr.
"Then I would like to pass
on some things I learned that
were a big help to me-like
finding out that I could
register for classes ahead of
time and not have to go
through the Grand Ballroom.
It also helps to know such
things as where to get a
restricted card for HPE
classes, and people who will
read for you." she said.
Kathy said that she would
be careful not to make the
students dependent on her or
anyone else for most information. "It's so important
that everyone be independent" she said.
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Artists Series Presents
New York Pro Musica's Production
of
"An Entertainment for Elizebeth"
Sunday October 25, 1970
8:00 P.M.
University Union-Grand Ballroom
Ocf It—23
Tickets oi Salt at Union Student $1.25 Adults $1.50

THE PSYCHED 17 SAYS:

TOMORROW...

We love you sisters
Thanks for letting the
Cresent Moon shine on us
THE

STYLE CENTER
69th Aiiiversary Sole
es tbt Fosr Coraers

CONGRATULATIONS

KIM

71Y-

1970 HOMECOMING QUEEN

and still another
shipment of bell jean:

And
Karen
Jr. Attendant
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SHARE
LIFE

Alpha Chi lovo and Our*

YOUR PLEDGES

The Joy Of Your

With A Community Of Concerned And Prayerful
BRO.ROBERT FILLMORE
Men Involved With Youth
BASIL HALL
For information about the Brothers of Holy Cross
WRITE TO:

NOTRE DAME, INDIANA

.46556

WILL BE IN.
IF YOU HAVEN'T ORDERED YET, YOU CAN STILL
PICK ONE UP, AND PAY LATER.
Distribution will bo at tho Student Services Forum
thursday aid friday oily.
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Booters dropped
by Wooster 2-1
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By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor
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Julias Livas MAC back of the week.

It was a typical Bowling
Green soccer game in this
year of frustration for the
Falcons.
The Falcons were defeated
by the Wooster Scots 2-1
yesterday afternoon in a game
that was played in a rain that
never let-up.
Also not letting up was the
pressure that the Falcons
kept on the Scots all afternoon
long. But the ending was the
same, another loss for BG.
The booters moved into an
early lead with only four
seconds left in the first period
of play when a ball nudged by
the Wooster goalie John
Baetz. The ball was kicked by
the Falcons inside right Don
Gable and it went off a
Wooster defensive fullback
into the nets.
That was the only time BG
was to score as their other \'i
shots went astray.
Wooster took only 13 shots
on goalie Al Sandberg but
connected on two of them. The
first Scot score came with
8:43 gone in the second period
of play.
Wooster's Bruce
Millar worked with Dave
Naggiar down the left side and
it was Naggiar who put the
ball in the net.
The action was stalemated

League lauds Julias Livas
By Vin Mannlx
Anlitant Sporti Editor
When Bowling Green's long
■waited offensive fireworks
exploded on Kent this past
weekend, leading the barrage
was tailback Julie Livas, who
was named the MAC back of
the week today, along with
Toledo linebacker John
Niezgoda who won the
defensive player honors.
The second Falcon in the
last two weeks to win the
award (Phil Villapiano got it
on defense for the WMU
game), Julie opened up his
four touchdown, and 107 yard
afternoon with a 25 yard
scoring run, the best performance for a Bowling Green
back in 19 games.
"It was a 17 off the quick
side tackle hole,'1 said Julie.
"Jerry (Fields) threw the key
block, when he sealed the
linebacker to the inside, I went
outside."
Barrelling through an area
vacated by defenders chasing
receivers Bill Pittman, and
Mark Beach, Uvas swerved
to his right and scored untouched, making it
14-0
and
the scoreboard extravaganza was underway.
With his big afternoon
against Kent, Julie doubled all
the yardage he'd taud in
three previous games, and

taken over the conference
scoring lead with 24 points.
"The line and the other
guys' blocking did the job,"
said Julie, attributing his
success to his teammates,
"We also had good field
position when we got the ball,

thanks to Bill Pittman's kick
returns, and our defense."
Julie had a hunch the
previous week this was going
to be his day, however with the
tough defense that the Falcons
new found offense will tangle
with this Saturday. Julie

hopefully will be getting some
more good vibrations.
"Winning Saturday helped
straighten us out offensively,"
he said.
"We've got our
confidence back now that we
know we can move the ball
like we did last weekend."

Q

from that point until just two Ohio University, Michigan 1-1- for the year and puts them
minutes left in the game.
State, Ohio State and Toledo. in good position to defend their
In the opening minutes of
The win makes Wooster 6- Ohio Conference crown.
the second half, BG controlled
the bail and the tempo of the
game but could not score. The
front line play of Gable,
Warren
Heede,
Mike
Kamienski and Eric Seldin
combined with halfbacks
Wolfgang Petrakso Ivan
Madar and Kip Jordan kept
the pressure on offensively.
The halfbacks, goalie Sanberg
and fullbacks Jeff Saams, Bob
Gofus and Jim Pschirrer did
the job on defense until that
fateful second late in the
ballgame.
Wooster started a rush late
in the fourth period down the
right side and the pressure
was on the Falcons. In trying
to clear the ball out of the goal
area Pschirrer accidently
touched the ball. This foul
allows the other team to take a
free kick from in front of the
goal without any defensive
players in the way except the
goalie.
This play was exacUy the
way Wooster defeated BG two
years ago 1-0.
The penalty kick from in
front of the goal is almost
impossible to stop. The goalie
is not allowed to move until
the ball is kicked.
The Scot center fullback
Steve Cerretani was chosen to
take the kick. He kicked It to
the left corner of the goal and
Photo by Now. Wvlco
it hit the inside of the goal post
IT LOOKS LIKE a butt to butt standoff
and bounced in for the score.
between Bowling Green's Dave Dyminski
The loss puts Bowling
(34), and an opponent in action on the
Green's record at 2-3-1 for the
University soccer field.
season with games left against

sporrs

DOUBLE
STAMPS

TOP
VALUE
With
Coupon
Below
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DOUBLE VZE STAMPS

Open Mon. thru Sat.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

With this coupon and $10.00 or more
purchase (excluding beer, wine
and tobacco). At Kroger's

Sunday
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Coupon good Thurs., Oct. 22 thru Sat., Oct. 24,1970

Prices Good thru Sat., Oct. 24, 1970
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Foyr walk-ons
help freshmen
There must have bee.i
some dandy recruiting that
went into the fielding of this
fall's freshman football team.
The team that has clobberec
Kent State, 33-0 and pummelled Toledo, 69-12.
Before you assume that the
club is laden with scholarship
or grant-in-aid athletes,
consider that at least four
players from Cleveland
Glenville High school have
made the squad from their
own incentive. They were
walk-ons like two pretty fair
varsity players, now, Ike
Wright and Billy Pittman.
Defensive halfbacks Myron
| Wilson, Kenny White and
Jesae Greathouse and center
Clifford Kitfhen have made
the grade here after playing
high ichool football at
| Glenville High.
New freshman coach Ron
I Chismar encouraged walk-ons
during the first week of school,
and the indirect Invitation to
try out gave freshmen like
these the opportunity to prove
the recruiters wrong.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE T=NDERAY
CENTER CUT

KROGER GRADE "A"

Whole Fryers
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VALUABLE

ib.29< Chuck Roast

COUPON

WITH COUPON AND $5 PURCHASE OR MORE

FREE

M
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ONE COMPLEXION BAR ASS'T COLORS

Camay Soap
Coupon E»plr« Sal
Limn o*. C«M

LIMIT
ONE
Ociobor 14, wo
p., cummtr
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VALUABLE
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She's featuring popular
buckskin in both the zipper
vest and A-line skirt. We're
high on the accessories, too.

COUPON

. WITH COUPON AND $5 PURCHASE OR MORE
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Easy goin' is the kind of
casual they talk this season.
The slacks are Wright with
the Wright flare, button-fly,
stripe and fit. The whole
outfit's the "tog" of the
town.

FREE
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ONE l-OZ. CTN.

Yubi Yogurt

LIMIT
ONE

Coupon Expires S»t., October J4, WO
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